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Screen film TELESIN for DJI Osmo Action 4/3

Screen film TELESIN for DJI Osmo Action 4/3
Take care of the proper protection of the screens and lens of your camera. Telesin OA-FLM-008 protective film will  help you with this,
which  is  distinguished  by  high  resistance  to  scratches  and  stains.  The  accessory  is  also  very  easy  to  install  and  does  not  affect  the
comfort of the device - it allows you to operate it comfortably by touch and ensures excellent image quality.
 
Reliable protection
Telesin protective film will protect the lens and screens of your camera from scratches, it will also ensure that no unsightly fingerprints or
greasy  stains  remain  on  them.  What's  more,  the  accessory  adheres  perfectly  to  the  device  -  don't  worry  about  dust  or  other
contaminants getting under it.
 
Hassle-free installation
Installation  of  the  film  will  not  cause  you  any  problem.  Just  first  wipe  the  screen  or  lens  with  the  included  cloth,  and  then  stick  the
accessory on. Forget about annoying air bubbles that are difficult to remove! You also don't have to worry about the film peeling off or
falling off. 
 
Comfort of use
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Don't worry that the film will affect the comfort of the camera. After applying it, the device's screen will still respond instantly to touch,
so you can enjoy smooth, comfortable operation. The accessory will also not darken the display or degrade the image quality. Thanks to
a special anti-reflective coating, the film will provide vivid, perfectly reproduced colors.
 
Included
Protective film for the lens
Protective film for front screen
Protective film for the rear screen
Cloth
	Manufacturer	
	Telesin
	Model	
	OA-FLM-008
	Fits to
	DJI Osmo Action 4/3

Price:

€ 5.50
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